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Summary
The possible survival of prebiotic molecules in extraterrestrial
environments, which are often pervaded by extreme UV and cosmic
ray irradiation, has stimulated the interest of many research groups.
Among prebiotic molecules, glycine, the simplest amino acid, has
become paradigmatic for studies in this field. Glycine has been found
in meteorites and in a comet, but not yet inequivocally in interstellar
space [1].
In this work, an investigation of the effects of the irradiation of glycine
by 2 keV electrons has been carried out at different temperatures. The
effects of irradiation are followed in situ by means of IR spectroscopy.
The penetration depth of these electrons is also simulated using a
Monte Carlo code. The main conclusions of this work are the following
[2]:
 The rate of destruction of solid glycine is essentially the same
between 20 and 90 K. At 300 K the destruction cross section is
larger by a factor of two.
 Radiolysis yields and half-life doses derived from the present
measurements agree well with those of the MeV proton
experiments of Gerakines et al. [3], but are at variance with those
of electron bombardment of Pilling et al. [4]. We assume that the
discrepancies may be due to the different conditions, especially the
much higher thickness (>0.8 m), of the samples of the latter
work.
 The effect of keV electron irradiation is confirmed to be similar to
that of MeV protons for samples of thickness below the penetration
depth of the electrons. With this caveat, irradiation with 2 keV
electrons is a good means to simulate the effects of cosmic
rays.
 At room temperature the totality of the glycine sample is destroyed
by 2 keV electrons. On the other hand, irradiation of low
temperature (20-90 K) solid glycine generates residues which do
not vanish totally upon heating. IR bands in the low temperature
residues can be attributed to CO2, CO, OCN- and CN-. In addition,
in the non-volatile part of the residues there are broad absorption
features that are consistent with amide bands I to III.
 With the lifetimes estimated in the present work there is a
slim chance, but certainly not a high probability, that
hypothetical interstellar glycine might have survived the
passage from the pre-solar dense molecular cloud to the
present Solar System.
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